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A Guarantee That People Will Die

A conviction in the Lac-Mégantic rail worker trial will be a license to kill rail workers and civilians

Washington DC, January 16, 2018:  

Jurors in Sherbrooke, Québec continue for the 6th day of deliberations in the trial of rail workers charged with

responsibility for the devastating oil train wreck that killed 47 in 2013.  Tom Harding and Richard Labrie, along with

a minor company official face 47 counts of Criminal Negligence resulting in death and other charges.  If convicted,

they could face life imprisonment.

The rail industry driven, government orchestrated decision to focus exclusively on these individuals was made

to divert support for calls by rail worker groups and community for a full public inquiry into the risky practices and

policies that contributed to the wreck.  Many of these are standard railroad practices or are the goals of the industry

for the future.  18 of these were identified by the Transportation Safety Board of Canada's Report on the wreck as

the causes. Repeated testimony in the current trial exposed even more of the reckless and dangerous practices

and managerial decisions that will go unchecked with a scapegoating peremptory targeting of the last actors in the

danger chain.

The decision to evade any full inquiry was made soon after the wreck and encouraged by the owners and

policy makers for the Montreal Maine and Atlantic Railroad (MMA) in the days immediately after the wreck as they

worked to insure evasion of liability for the tragedy.  The Canadian government took up the charge to focus on the

rail workers and block calls for an inquiry.  This focus has had the full support and efforts of the rail industry

organizations of North America.  It needs to be fully understood that the peremptory focus on the rail workers

before any full inquiry has already led to an increase each year in reported runaway trains in Canada SINCE the

2013 Lac-Mégantic wreck.  In 2017 alone, at least 6 Canadian rail workers have died on the job.  

Many across the continent and indeed the world have raised the demand of Safe Trains Now! No More Lac-

Mégantics!  The Canadian government knows the MMA and Rail World Inc (owners of MMA) officials will never

be held responsible for the deaths and destruction their  policies are now documented to have caused.  A

conviction of Tom Harding and Richard Labrie helps ensure that none of the people responsible for those reckless

decisions that have already been identified as causes will ever be brought to justice. Those that have already died

and those that will die in the future will get no justice with a conviction of Harding or Labrie.

More information:  www.hardingdefense.org  
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